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What is Failure Mode andWhat is Failure Mode and
Effects Analysis (FMEA)?Effects Analysis (FMEA)?

Failure Modes and Effects Analysis (FMEA)Failure Modes and Effects Analysis (FMEA)
is a systematic, proactive method foris a systematic, proactive method for

evaluating a process.evaluating a process.



What is Failure Mode andWhat is Failure Mode and
Effects Analysis (FMEA)?Effects Analysis (FMEA)?

A tool to:
– Analyze a process to see where it is likely

to fail.

– See how changes you are considering
might affect the safety of the process.



‘FMEA can be employed before new‘FMEA can be employed before new
services, processes, or productsservices, processes, or products

are purchased or implemented, toare purchased or implemented, to
identify potential failure modes andidentify potential failure modes and

so steps can be taken to avoidso steps can be taken to avoid
errors before they occur.’errors before they occur.’

‘Failure Mode and Effects Analysis Can Help Guide Error-Prevention Efforts’, Matthew‘Failure Mode and Effects Analysis Can Help Guide Error-Prevention Efforts’, Matthew
GrissingerGrissinger, , RPhRPh, P&T,  January 2003 – , P&T,  January 2003 – Vol Vol 28 No. 128 No. 1



FMEA includes a review of:FMEA includes a review of:

•• Failure modesFailure modes  (What could go wrong?)(What could go wrong?)

•• Failure causesFailure causes  (Why would the failure happen?)(Why would the failure happen?)

•• Failure effectsFailure effects  (What would be the consequences(What would be the consequences
of each failure?)of each failure?)

Steps in the processSteps in the process



‘Emphasis on prevention may‘Emphasis on prevention may
reduce risk of harm to bothreduce risk of harm to both

patients and staff.’patients and staff.’

Failure Modes and Effects Analysis (FMEA), IHI and Quality Health Care.org, 2003Failure Modes and Effects Analysis (FMEA), IHI and Quality Health Care.org, 2003



Failure Modes and EffectsFailure Modes and Effects
Analysis (FMEA) wasAnalysis (FMEA) was
developed outside ofdeveloped outside of

healthcare.healthcare.





Step One:Step One:

Select a process to evaluateSelect a process to evaluate
with FMEAwith FMEA



Step Two:Step Two:

Recruit a multi-disciplinary teamRecruit a multi-disciplinary team

(Be sure to include everyone who is(Be sure to include everyone who is
involved at any point in the process)involved at any point in the process)



Step Three:Step Three:

Have the team meet together toHave the team meet together to
list all the steps in the processlist all the steps in the process

•• Number every step in the process, andNumber every step in the process, and
be as specific as possible.be as specific as possible.



Step Four:Step Four:

Have the team list failureHave the team list failure
modes and causesmodes and causes

•• List anything that could go wrong includingList anything that could go wrong including
minor and rare problems.minor and rare problems.

•• Identify all possible causes for each failureIdentify all possible causes for each failure
mode.mode.







Step Five:Step Five:
For each failure mode, determine theFor each failure mode, determine the
potential effect on the patientpotential effect on the patient

–– likelihood of occurrence,likelihood of occurrence,
–– Likelihood of detectionLikelihood of detection
–– SeveritySeverity
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Likelihood of Occurrence

1 = it is highly unlikely / never happened here before . . . . . . 5 = it is very
likely / it happens here frequently

Likelihood of Detection

1 = it is very likely . . . . . . . . . 5 = it is highly unlikely

Severity

1 = no patient harm . . . . . . .  5 = permanent patient harm or death



Step Six:Step Six:

Determine which failures to work onDetermine which failures to work on

•• Calculate the Risk Priority Number (RPN)Calculate the Risk Priority Number (RPN)
–– Multiply the three scores obtained for likelihood ofMultiply the three scores obtained for likelihood of

occurrences, detection, and severityoccurrences, detection, and severity

–– Identify the failure modes with the the top 10 Identify the failure modes with the the top 10 RPNsRPNs



Step Seven:Step Seven:

Use Use RPNs RPNs to planto plan
improvement effortsimprovement efforts

Failure modes with high Failure modes with high RPNs RPNs are usually theare usually the
most important parts of the process tomost important parts of the process to

concentrate improvement efforts.concentrate improvement efforts.



If the failure mode isIf the failure mode is
likely to occur:likely to occur:

•• Evaluate causes to determine if any canEvaluate causes to determine if any can
be eliminated.be eliminated.
–– What safeguards are in place?What safeguards are in place?
–– Do the safeguards work?Do the safeguards work?
–– What would have to go wrong for this failureWhat would have to go wrong for this failure

to occur?to occur?
–– Why wouldn’t the failure be caught andWhy wouldn’t the failure be caught and

corrected before it reached to patient?corrected before it reached to patient?



If the failure mode isIf the failure mode is
likely to occur (cont.):likely to occur (cont.):

•• Consider using a force function.Consider using a force function.
–– Discontinue medicationsDiscontinue medications

•• Add a verification step.Add a verification step.
•• Modify other processes that contribute toModify other processes that contribute to

causes.causes.



Design and Implement ImprovementDesign and Implement Improvement
Strategies to Prevent Failures.Strategies to Prevent Failures.

•• Eliminate the chance for errors.Eliminate the chance for errors.
•• Make it easier for people to do the rightMake it easier for people to do the right

thing.thing.
•• Identify errors quickly and takeIdentify errors quickly and take

appropriate action.appropriate action.



How to use the FMEA toolHow to use the FMEA tool

•• To evaluate the potential impact of changesTo evaluate the potential impact of changes
under consideration.under consideration.

•• Teams can ‘verbally simulate’ a change beforeTeams can ‘verbally simulate’ a change before
implementing in patient care areasimplementing in patient care areas

•• To monitor and track improvement overTo monitor and track improvement over
time.time.

•• Use total RPN to set a goal for improvement (i.e. improveUse total RPN to set a goal for improvement (i.e. improve
by 50%)by 50%)



Case StudyCase Study



Case Study WorksheetCase Study Worksheet
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Questions?Questions?


